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This is a detailed examination of the various religious-based obituaries which followed George 
Eliot's death in December 1880. It exposes misinformation, largely biographical, examines 
bias, confusion, open and concealed concerns, direct, responsible and weighted theological 
arguments, dubious and inconclusive conclusions, the forms and themes of the debate about the 
beliefs of a major writer. Collins's dissertation-like topic is informed with foreground and 
background research: his footnotes read as tellingly as his text and provide wide-ranging and 
perceptive quotation. 
He considers the idea, derived from Richard Simpson, that the appearance of George Eliot's 
name on the title-pages of Scenes of Clerical Life and Adam Bede 'was a ploy to dissociate 
these books from Marian Evans, the known and named translator, respectively, of The Life of 
Jesus and The Essence of Christianity' (2). We might weigh the use of the word 'ploy', though 
the stronger 'subterfuge' would call in question the morality of the Leweses almost before her 
secular sanctification had begun. I use that phrase deliberately, because much of the obituary 
debate is concerned to establish that George Eliot 'seems to be a Christian without 
Christianity' (6) as the Baptist Magazine put it. George Eliot's own writings had- at this stage 
- to fill the biographical gaps, what Collins calls the missing 'cultural scuttlebutt that stood for 
a living, developing, particular history' (8) for the responsible obituarists, while those less 
responsible conveniently manufactured 'facts'. These range from Herbert Spencer being her 
tutor to the reiterated story that the Imitation of Christ was her last-gasp reclamatory reading. 
Collins points out that 'everyday reality has to come from her characters - particularly from 
their purported "originals"' (16). 
These are 'ploys' pleading for substance. A Roman Catholic emphasis is that she is almost one 
of them (without belief in the supernatural), a Jewish that she is a prophet who accords them 
their foremost place in religious history. Sadler's funeral sermon included the rubric that she 
was not an enemy to the church, while the Standard emphasized her 'tender regard' for it (35). 
One writer presents her, according to Collins, 'as an unconscious double agent- God's global 
enemy (but by association only), turned God's instrument of salvation' (36). 
Occasionally, but rarely, an obituary says that George Eliot gave her Christian derivations 'the 
go-by' (quoted from Baptist Magazine, 38), while a departure from the run of conventional 
pieces is a poem by Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, the one correspondent to extract biographical 
information, though limited, from George Eliot in her lifetime. Collins 's analysis of this poem, 
whose 'allusion is in danger of seeming inaccessibly private' (44) is distracting. But the 
continuing currency of the Imitation story, the knowledge that George Eliot had written about 
immortality, translated Spinoza's Ethics, embraced 'positivism' and edited the Westminster 
Review of radical reputation, all feed censure. The Christian Age declared that her exceptional 
talents were 'used in the service of desolating negations' (quoted 50), while the Unitarian 
Inquirer reprinted from the Academy the unequivocal assertion that 'Comte formulated her 
religious views' (54). 
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Throughout Collins emphasizes the contradictions and paradoxes in the reviews, his suggestive 
word 'evasion' indicating their sometimes covert strategies. Of course there was the problem 
of her relationship with Lewes, while her marriage to Cross, little mentioned, provided 
convenient evidence of ultimate conformity. Some would have re-invented her: 'there is room 
for regret that the abilities of one so great were not consecrated to even higher uses, and made 
tributary to more enduring ends' (72) wrote a correspondent to the Baptist: A Family 
Newspaper. But Collins feels that most hedged their bets, neither excluding her from nor 
admitting her to the fold, to use his image. They accepted, endorsed, or were relieved by her 
'residual Christianity' (74), a phrase which allows for a span of conclusions, both Christian and 
humanist, to meet the creeds of bias and the needs of freedom. Collins scrutinizes, evaluates, 
above all displays, an important contemporary register which was licensed to pronounce, a 
kind of sanctified mini-fourth estate wielding a maxi-influence in its time, and his range 
impressively embraces much secular comment too. But since the obituaries come before the 
biographies of Mathilde Blind (1883), J. W. Cross in particular (1885), and Oscar Browning 
(1890) they are circumscribed: they register in a partial vacuum. By focusing on the diverse 
religious reactions to the death of one who belonged to 'the great and noble church, if I may 
so call it, of the Insurgents', to use William Hale White's phrase, Collins has opened up wider 
issues of fact, fiction, bias, and gender. Given his brief, he has said little on Strauss and 
Feuerbach apart from the occasional poised comment and footnoting back in time with 
discretion and relevant selectivity. But one name is conspicuous by its omission, apparently 
from the obituaries and also from Collins's otherwise meticulous investigation. Charles 
Christian Hennell's An Inquiry Concerning the Origin of Christianity was read at least three 
times that we know of by Mary Anne Evans, and while her reactions, emotional and aesthetic, 
to translating Strauss or finding herself in complete agreement with the ideas of Feuerbach, are 
commonly used as markers of her scepticism, Hennell's unique influence on her, his 
investigation of the New Testament which destroyed his belief in the divinity of Christ, is 
unremarked here. Effectively he demonstrated that the gospels are largely fictions by various 
hands, the most striking given mythological status in the succession of stories which constitute 
their interlocking structure. Elizabeth Deeds Ermath, writing of the impact of Spinoza on 
George Eliot, says that the latter's 'one watchword throughout her career was the thought that 
"finality is another name for bewilderment and defeat"' (The Oxford Reader's Companion to 
George Eliot, 398). Hennell instigated Mary Anne Evans's escape from the dogmas of 
Christianity: she began, and George Eliot continued, to deconstruct it. 
Graham Handley 
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